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1. Introduction. Inverse systems of topological spaces and direct

and inverse systems of Abelian groups and resulting applications

thereof to algebraic topology have been studied intensively, and the

techniques employed are now standard [2]. (Numbers in brackets

refer to the bibliography at the end of the paper.) We shall apply some

of these ideas to the treatment of sets of Boolean algebras in order

to obtain, in the inverse case, a representation, and, in both cases,

some information about the ideals and about the decompositions of

certain algebras. For instance, it is well known [l] that the cardinal

product B* of a set {Ba} of Boolean algebras, indexed by a class A,

is also a Boolean algebra. Moreover, if each Ba is m-complete for

some fixed cardinal m [3], then B* is m-complete. When A is a set

partly ordered by = and directed thereby, and when the Ba form

an inverse system (to be defined below), we shall show that the re-

sulting inverse limit set is a Boolean algebra, a subalgebra of B*, and a

similar result will hold in the direct case, at least in part.1 For each

nonfinite Boolean algebra B, there will be constructed a nontrivial

inverse limit representation of B, the inverse limit of all principal

ideals [3] of B (with repetitions). In the direct case, ideals in the

limit algebra (and the homomorphic algebras which they generate)

will turn out to be direct limits of like objects. Direct decomposition

into ideals of the direct limit takes place (it will be seen) if there is a

similar decomposition in each Ba.

Following a suggestion of the referee, we shall investigate the

underlying Stone representation spaces of the algebras involved. It

turns out that spaces associated with an inverse limit of algebras

have a direct limit which is a Stone subspace of the Stone space of the

inverse limit. On the other hand, the spaces associated with a direct

limit of algebras have an inverse limit Stone space which is homeo-

morphic to the Stone space of the direct limit.

A Boolean algebra B is defined to be a complemented distributive

lattice [l] with partial ordering relation =. Complements are de-

noted by primes, and the cup (U)-cap (f~\) notation of [l] is used

practically without modification.

Presented to the International Congress of Mathematicians, September 1, 1950;

received by the editors May 24, 1950.

1 See S. Bochner. Proc. Nat. Acad. Sei. U.S.A. vol. 36 (1950) pp. 439-143
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2. The inverse limit. Let A be a partly ordered set with order rela-

tion ^ which directs A in that a, /3£A imply the existence of y£A

with a, (3=y. Let \Ba\ be a set of Boolean algebras indexed by A.

For each inequality /3=a (a, ,Ô£A), suppose that there exists a lat-

tice homomorphism [l] Ußa of Ba into Bß in such a way that (1) if

7,3, Op (Ia, 0«) are the supremum and infimum of Bß (Ba), then HßaIa

= Iß, and Tlßa0a = 0ß; and (2) 7=/3 = a (7, ß, a£A) imply Uya

= HyßIlßa. We also require that LTaa be the identity mapping of Ba

onto Ba. Such a set of Boolean algebras and corresponding mappings

will be called an inverse system (of Boolean algebras). Let B* be the

cardinal product of the Ba. Let x£P* have component x«G5„. For

x, y£P*, x = y means that xa = ya for every aGA. Let a subset P'

of B* be defined as follows: x£P' if x£P* and if, for each inequality

ß^a, Ußaxa = Xß. Bi has a hereditary partial order from B*. The

element 7= {la)(E.Bi is the supremum of Bl, and 0= {0a} is the

infimum. It is trivial to show that under the ordering hereditary from

B*, B{ is a Boolean algebra, a subalgebra of B*. We might call P*

the inverse limit of the factors Ba and write P* = lim<_Pa.

Let m be a fixed infinite cardinal. Let {Ba} be an inverse system of

Boolean algebras with mappings IL;« and inverse limit B*. Let each

Hßa have the property that if xa £Pa is the least upper bound (dually,

greatest lower bound) of the elements of a subset 5 of Ba, where power

S = m, then n^axa = l.u.b. (g.l.b.) of the elements of IL^S. Let such a

set be called an m-potent inverse system.

Theorem 1. Let {Ba\ be an m-potent inverse system of Boolean

algebras with inverse limit B\ Let V be a cofinal subset of A such that

for 7 ST, By is m-complete. Then B* is an m-complete Boolean algebra.

Proof. Let {x1} be a class SC.B\ where <7(E2, an index class of

power less than or equal to m. For given a£A, there exists y£r

such that a = y, and naTx*=x*. Let xy£_By be V„x' (the l.u.b. of the

x*). Then xa=HayXy = V„x*, by the hypothesis on the Hay. Define

x£P* by x— \xa\. For each inequality ß^a, there exists 5GT with

/3 = a = ô, and II„sX8 = xa, HßSXs=Xß. Hence n^axa = n^allaäXa = IL^Xs

= Xß, and x= {x„} = VjX'GS*, and dually for A,x'.

3. The representation theorem. Let B be a Boolean algebra. For

y £7?, the principal ideal (y) is the set of all x£P such that x=y.

For x^y, x, ydzB, \et<pxy be a mapping with domain (y) into (x)C(y)

such that for z£.(y), 4>XyZ = z(~\xÇi(x). It is trivial to show that^j, is a

homomorphism of (y) onto (x) which preserves all (not only finite)

'.u.b.'s and g.l.b.'s. From x^y^z, x, y, zElB, we have (x)C(y)C(z)
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and (pXz=<pxy<pyZ. Thus, the set of Boolean algebras {(x)}, xEB, is an

inverse system. Call its inverse limit C. Clearly, C=B; for, if (I) is

the principal ideal generated by the supremum I of B, then (I) =B.

But (7) is maximum in the set of sets {(x)} under the ordering rela-

tion of inclusion. C has a projection onto the component (7), and it is

easily seen that this projection is the required isomorphism.

Let Í5 be a set consisting of all finite-membered subsets Pa of B,

where each Pa is a directed set under the order relation = of B. <P is di-

rected by inclusion. For, given Pa and PßE'P, construct PyE'P as the

set sum of Pa, Pß, and 7, the supremum of B. Then Pa, PßC.Py.

Since each Pa is finite, there exists a greatest element xaEPa- Let Ba

be the inverse limit algebra of the ideals (ya) which are generated

by the elements yaEPa- Then Ba^(xa). Suppose that PaEPß with

maximum elements xa and Xß, respectively. Let {y'ß} be an element

of Bß, where tEPß- Construct {y'a} in B*, the cardinal product of

the factors of Ba, by putting yta = y'ß for every tEPa- {y'ß} EBa, since

xagxß, where Ba=(xa), Bß^(xß). Define Haß, a mapping from Bß into

Ba, by n^jy^} = {y'a}. It is easy to show that Haß is a lattice homo-

morphism of Bß onto Ba and that if PaEPßEPy, then Tlay~'n.aßTLßy.

Let D be the inverse limit algebra of the Ba's. Consider those Pa,

and associate Ba, for which IEPa, where 7 is the supremum of B.

The set 5 of such Pa is nonempty and cofinal in the set of all Pa as

ordered by inclusion. PaES implies Ba=B. Note that there is no

maximum element in 5 (or in the set Í3 of all Pa) if B is infinite.

Let na be the projection of D into a factor Ba associated with a

PaES. It is routine to show that na is onto Ba and that IIa is an

isomorphism. Since Ba=B, then D=B. We have proved the follow-

ing theorem.

Theorem 2. Let B be an infinite Boolean algebra. B is isomorphic

to the inverse limit of an inverse system of Boolean algebras. Each alge-

bra in this system is isomorphic to a principal ideal of B, and there is

no final algebra in the system. Other than the algebra (0), each such ideal

occurs with repetitions, and each principal ideal of B appears. Under

the ordering relation of the factors of the inverse system each factor is

covered by an algebra isomorphic to B.

4. The direct limit. Let A be a set partly ordered by = and di-

rected. Let {Ba} be a set of Boolean algebras indexed by A. For each

inequality ß=a, a, ßEA, suppose that there exists a lattice homo-

morphism <f>ßa of Bß into Ba in such a way that (1) <pßaIß = Ia and

4>ßa0ß = Qa; and (2) ygßga (y, ß, ctEA) imply <pya=<t>ßa<pyß. <p«a is to

be the identity mapping of Ba onto Ba. We can define an equivalence
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relation on the ordered pairs (a, xa) («£A, xaEBa) by writing (a, xa)

~(ß, Xß) if there exists y — a,ß with <payxa = <pßyXß. Let Bd be the set

of all equivalence classes of such ordered pairs. Such classes are de-

noted by {(a, xa)} and can be ordered in a natural way by writing

{(a, xa)} = {(ß, Xß)} if there exist (em, xai)~(o:, x«) and (ßi, Xßi)

~(ß, Xß) and a yEA, y = ai, ßi, such that ^.^Xa^^^x^. It can be

proved that the relation = does not depend on the particular repre-

sentatives of the equivalence classes which are employed. That

is, there exists y — a,ß with <payxag<pßyXß. Under this ordering, Bd

is a Boolean algebra, the element {(a, 7«) J is the supremum of Bd,

and {(a, 0a)} is the infimum. An element {(a, xa)} has the comple-

ment {(a;, xá)}, where xa' is the complement of xa in Ba. This

Boolean algebra may be called the direct limit algebra of the Ba and

may be denoted by Bd = lim., Ba.

5. An example of a direct limit. Let X be a compactum which is,

in at least one way, a homogeneous simplicial polyhedron a of dimen-

sion « with only a finite number of «-faces. For a given finite, «-homo-

geneous, simplicial polyhedral decomposition a of X, the set of all

simplicial subpolyhedra of dimension « forms a Boolean algebra

Ba in an obvious fashion if one admits the null polyhedron as an

«-homogeneous subpolyhedron of every such subpolyhedron of X.

Write ctgß if ß is a refinement of a. That is, every closed re-

face of ß is included in a closed «-face of a. For xaEBa and agß,

define <paßXa = XßEBß by taking xp to be that subpolyhedron of ß,

the point set of which is the set sum of all «-faces of ß which lie in

some face of x«. <paß is a lattice homomorphism of Ba into Bß in such a

way that the null set is carried onto the null set, and a is carried

onto ß, the respective suprema of Ba and Bß. Given a and ß, there

exists a common refinement 7, a polyhedral covering of X of the

given type. It turns out that if exgßgy, then <pay=<pßy<paß- Therefore,

the Ba with mappings <paß are a direct system of Boolean algebras.

The limit algebra Bd is the algebra of all polyhedra which are subsets

of X and is an atomless Boolean algebra. (For instance, use bary-

centric subdivision to obtain a refinement of any given element.)

6. Ideals.

Theorem 3. Let Bd = lim, Ba. (1) For a given ideal J in Bd, the

set of all XaEBa for which {(a, xa)} EJ is an ideal Ja in Ba. Let the

<paß be onto mappings. (2) For given xEJ and a£A, there exists

XaEJa with {(a, xa)} =x (so that the Ja are nonvoid and are "repre-

sentative" of J). (3) Fora = ß,<paßJa = JßCind<päßJß = Ja. (4) 7" = lim, /„

with suitably restricted mappings <paß-
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Proof. (1), (2), and (3) are obvious. (4) Let M be the set of all

{(a, xa)}£lim_ Ba for which there exist representatives (a, xa)

with xa£7a. If (ß, X(5)~(a, xa), there exists 7 = a, ß with <payxa

= <pßyXß, and <pßyXß£.Jy, xßC.Jß, by (3). It is clear that M = J, but

M=lim_ Ja with the mappings <paß restricted to the Ja.

Theorem 4. Let Bd = lim, Ba, and let the <paß be onto mappings.

For given mÇ^Bd, let Ma be the set of all maE:Ba such that {(a, md)}

= m. (1) For a^ß, <paßMa = Mß and <t>~ß1Mß = Ma. (2) Suppose that

there exists a selection function f on A into the Ma such that f(a) = ma

£Af„ in such a way that a=/3 implies <paßma — mß. Then for the prin-

cipal ideals (ma) of Ba with suitably restricted mappings <paß, lim, (md)

exists and equals (m), the principal ideal in Bd with supremum m.

(3) Let the Ba be complete. Then the completions (m)d of the (m)a are

principal ideals in Ba, and (m)d — Olmd), where the l.u.b. is taken

over all ma(EMa. (4) Let the Ba be complete, and let the <paß preserve all

least upper bounds. Then <paß(m)~d = (m)ß.

Proof. (1) is obvious. (2) <paß restricted to (md) is into (mß). If

Xß^mß, there exists x*£2?„ such that <paßX* = Xß. Let xa = x*r\ma.

Then <paßXa = Xß(~\mß = Xß, so that <paß is onto (mß).  From this, N

= lim, (ma) exists and is a subset of (m). For {(a, yd)}E.(m),

na=yd^inaEiMa. There exists 7 G A, y^a, such that <payna=<payma.

Then    {(a,   yd) ) = {(7,   <payyd)\.   But   <payya^<payma = my.   Hence

{(a,ya)}eN.
(3) Vma exists, by the completeness of Ba, and lies in (m)a. If

{(a, xd)} G (m), there exists na G Ma with xa ^ na, as we see from the

proof of (2). Hence Vxa^ Vwa, where the first l.u.b. is taken over all

xaG(»z)«> and the second is taken over all ma(E.Ma. Hence Vxa = Vm„,

and the latter is the generator of the principal ideal (m)d in Ba.

(4) If xaE(m)~, then x«5¡Vma, (paßXa^V<j>aßma = Vmß, so that

a^ß implies Xß=<f>aßXaG(m)ß. For xßE:(m)ß, Xß^V^mß, m^Mß.

There exist x"ß g m% such that xß = VßXß, and there exist x£ such that

<l>aßXa = Xß. Hence x*E.(m)a, and V„x£ = xaG(?»)r, with <paßXa = Vß<paßXa'

^— V fiOCß -= Xß*

Theorem 5. Let Bd = \im*. Ba, and let the <paß be onto mappings.

Then the Boolean algebras Ba/Ja, for fixed ideal J in Bd and suitable

induced mappings <pdß, form a direct system, the direct limit of which is

isomorphic to Bd/J.

Proof. For a=j8, x~G£a//a, choose an antecedent x„G7J„ of

x~. Let 4>dßxd be the coset of Jß in Bß with representative <paßXa. The

mapping 4>dß of Ba/Ja into Bß/Jß clearly does not depend upon the
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representatives employed and is onto Bß/Jß. For ctgßgy, <päyx~

= (<payxay = (<Pßy<paßXa)~ = (pßy((paßXa)~ =<t>ßy<päßXä- The direct system

of the Ba/Ja thus exists, and its direct limit will be denoted hy D.

For x= {(a, x~)} ED, and for given a, ßEA, choose antecedents xa,

Xß, where (ß, x¿")~(a, x~). There exists y=a, ß such that <pä7x~

= <l>ß~yXß. That is, (<payxa)~ = (<pßyXß)~. Computing the symmetric differ-

ence in 5d = lim, Ba, we have   {(a, xa)} — {(ß, xß)} = {(y, <payxa

— <pßyXß)}. But <payxa— 4>ßyXßEJy, since (<j>ayxa)~ = (<pßyxß)~. Hence the

symmetric difference in Bd is in J. There is thus defined a single-

valued map 3> on D into Bd/J given by 3>{ (a, x~)} = {(a, xa)}~. $

is onto, since for each {(a, xa)}~EBd/J, <!?{(«, x~)} = {(a, xa)}_.

If ${(a, *-)}=*{ 05, Vß)}, then {(a, xa)} - = {(ß, yß)} ~, and there

exists y^a, ß with <payxa-<pßyyßEJy. Thus, {(a, x~)} = [ (y, <f>~yx~)}

= {(y, (<payxa)-)} = {(y, (<Pßyyß)-)} = {(y, 4>pyyJ)} = {(ß, y~ß)}. This

shows that $_1 is single-valued, hence one-to-one on D onto Bd/J.

If   {(a,   xa)}-£[(ß,   yß)}~={(a,  ya)}~   in  B'/J,   there   exist

{(a,   Xa)}E{(a,   Xa)}-,   {(a,  ya)} E {(a,   ya)}~  with    {(a,   xa)}

— {(a, y a)} in Bd. There exists a£A with xa^ya- Hence x~^y~,

and {(a, x~)} — {(a, y~)}. <P-1 thus preserves 2: • As for <£, {(a, x~)}

= {(a< yä)} — \(ßy yh~)} in 7> implies the existence of a such that

xa=yZ in Ba/Ja- There exist xaEBa, yaEBa with Xa~=ya; and

{(a, Xa)} à {(a, ya)} in B". Also, {(a, xa)}-£ {(«, ya)}~ in 5¿/7.

Hence <ï>{(a, x~)} =${(ß, y¿)}. This proves the theorem.

7. Ideal decomposition. To each xaEBa let correspond {(a, xa)}

EBd. This determines a mapping <pa of Ba into Ti'', a lattice homo-

morphism with kernel ta. <pa is onto Bd; for, {(ß, xß)} EBd, y~a,ß

imply the existence of xaEBa with (payxa = <PßyXß, so that {(a, xa)}

= { (y, <PßyXß) } = {(ß, xß)}.

Let J and K be ideals in a Boolean algebra B. Suppose that (1)

xEJ, K imply x = 0 and that (2) to each xEB, there exist yEJ,

zEK with x = yV)z. It is easily seen that J and K are principal

ideals. B is said to be the cardinal product [l] of /and K. In general,

let S be an index class, and let \J°}, <r£2, be a set of ideals of B, in-

dexed by 2, with the properties (1) for x'EJ° and for every existing

Vt*» xT, xTEJT, T9^a, one has x'fWr^x* = 0 ; (2) to each xEB cor-

respond x'EJ", cGS, such that x=V„x<r. B is said to be the car-

dinal product of the (principal) ideals J".

Theorem 6. Let the <f>ap be onto mappings, where 7Jd = lim_ Ba. Bd

is the cardinal product of ideals J and K if, and only if, (a) for each

a£A and each xaEB«, there exist yaEJ«, zaEKa, and kaEta with

xa — (ya^Jza) =ka; and (b) x„E/a, Ka imply xaEta,for every a£A.
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Proof. If Bd = JK, then {(a, xa)} = { (a, ya)} W {(a, zd) ), yaGJa,

ZaGKa. xa — (ydUzd)&a- As for (b), xaGJa, Ka imply {(a, xd)}

G7, K. Hence {(a, xa)\ =0, and xaGf«. Conversely, given (a) and

(b), for {(a, xa)}GBd, there exist yaGJa, za(E:Ka, and ka&a with

xa—(ydUzd)=ka. This implies {(a, xa)} = {(a, ya)}W{(a, zd)} so

that /and 7Í generate 73d. If {(a, xa)} G7, 7C, then xaG/a, Kaso that

XaGfa and {(a, x«)} =0.

Corollary. Under the conditions of the theorem, if each Ba is the

cardinal product of Ja and Ka, then Bd is the cardinal product of J and

K.

Theorem 7. Let 7Jd = lim_ Ba where the Ba are complete. Let the

<paß be onto mappings. Suppose that Bd has the property that for every a,

V„{(a, x"d)} exists and equals {(a, V„x*)}. Then Bd is the cardinal

product of ideals {/'} if, and only if, (a') for each a£A and x„G7?a,

there exist yaGJl and ka&a with xa—V„ya = ¿a; and (b') x*G7á>

xraEJa, T^a, yield x^nV^XGfa.

The proof is like that of Theorem 6.

Corollary. If, under the conditions of Theorem 7, each Ba is the

cardinal product of the Jâ, then Bd is the cardinal product of the J".

8. Ideals in the inverse limit. For the inverse limits, the results of

§§6 and 7 have appropriate counterparts. Since the proofs are

straightforward or are similar to those of §§6 and 7, only the results

will be stated. Given B' = \im^ (Ba, Jlßd), the set of all xaG7?a for

which there exists xG73* with a-component xa is a subalgebra of Ba.

Ußa restricted to this subalgebra is onto the corresponding subalgebra

of Bß\ and if we replace each Ba by its corresponding subalgebra (as

defined here), then B{ is not changed. For the rest of this section, we

assume this replacement to have been made.

For an ideal J in B\ let Ja be the set of all xaE:Ba for which xa is

the a-component of some xG7. Then Ja is an ideal in Ba. HßaJa = Jß,

and if the kernel of Hßa is included in Ja, then TlßdJß m Ja- Correspond-

ing to each ideal / in B\ there is an ideal J# = lim, (Ja, Hßa) in B*

such that JC.J* and such that JÍ = Ja for every aGA. If J is prime,

then J* = JorJi — Bi. If some Ja is proper for 7 prime, then J = J*.

If J is prime then Ja is prime or Ja = Ba for a given index a. Likewise,

if J is principal, then J* = J.
Let xj represent that coset of J which contains the element x.

For / an ideal in B', define a mapping Il£a of Ba/Ja into Bß/Jß

(ßua) by U%,(xaJa) = (PlßaXd)Jß. LTj, turns out to be a homo-

morphism of Ba/Ja onto Bß/Jß and is independent of the representa-
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tive xa of the coset xaJa. If Jf = J, then B'/J is isomorphic to a sub-

algebra of lim_ (Ba/J„, Hßa).

Bi = J*Kt, the cardinal product of J* and Kf, if, and only if,

Ba = JaK~a for every a£A. B{ = JK implies the same statement as

above on the Ba's. If the Ba are complete and if the Iißa are complete

mappings, then B' is the cardinal product of a collection of ideals

{(J°)f}, a collection indexed by a set 2, if and only if each Ba is

the cardinal product of the collection {J"a}. If Bl is the cardinal prod-

uct of the collection {J'}, then the same statement as above on the

Ba's holds.

9.2 The Stone spaces. Let Ba be a Boolean algebra, and let

Qa be the collection of prime ideals of Ba .üa is topologized by letting

the neighborhoods of a base be all O(x), where £)(x) is the set of all

prime ideals of Ba which contain the element x of Ba. (See, for in-

stance, [4].) Let Tßa be a homomorphism on a Boolean algebra Ba

onto a subalgebra of a Boolean algebra Bß. For any prime ideal Mß

in Bß, the complete inverse image TßalMß is a prime ideal in Ba. Define

a mapping T*ß on the Stone space üß into the Stone space üa by T*ßMß

= TfaMß. For xEBa, let Tßax = yEBß. A brief check shows that £)(y)

= T^ß1£)(x), where ¡D(x) is a base neighborhood in Í2„, D(y) in Üß.

T*ß is thus continuous in a strong sense. We note that xaET*ßMß

if, and only if, TßaxaEMß.

Now let Raß be a function continuous-in-the-strong-sense from üß

into £2a. That is, to O(x), xEBa, corresponds D(y), yEBp, with

£>(v) =i?~ßD(x). Define a mapping Rßa on Ba into Bß as follows. For

X5¿0a, x£7?a, note that Räßl[0(x')] is a neighborhood ¡0(y') in ßß,

yEBß. Let i?|ax=y. For x = 0a, let Rß\fla = Oß. Using Stone's repre-

sentation theorem [3], it is easy to show that Rßa is a homomorphism

on Ba onto a subalgebra of Bß. Also, xaERaßMß if, and only if,

RßaXaEMß. Here, ÜT3 is a prime ideal of Bß.

From these definitions, we can show that T£* = Tßa and that

Riß= Raß- It follows that the homomorphisms of Ba onto subalge-

bras of Bß are in one-to-one correspondence with the continuous-in-

the-strong-sense mappings of £lß into S2a. By standard arguments, we

can show that T*ß is onto £2„ if, and only if, Tßa is an isomorphism of

Ba onto a subalgebra of Bß-, that if Tßa is onto Bß, then T*3 is one-to-

one on lip onto a subset of 0a; and that T*aß is one-to-one on üß onto

a subset of ßa if, and only if, every prime ideal of the subalgebra

TßaBa can be extended to a prime ideal of Bß in one and only one

2 Some of the statements of this section are due (with occasional modifications) to

the referee, who suggested the investigation of this and of succeeding sections.
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way. (This extension is the smallest convex set in Bß which contains

the given prime ideal of TßaBa.)

10. The induced limits. Let Ba, Bß, and By be Boolean algebras

with appropriate homomorphisms Tya (on Ba onto a subalgebra of

By), and so forth. It follows quickly from the definitions that Tya

= TyßTßa if, and only if, T*y = T*ßTßy.

This shows that to each inverse limit lim,. (Ba, Hßd) of Boolean

algebras there corresponds a direct limit lim, (ß„, LT*ß) of the Stone

spaces, where H*ß is defined as in §9; and to each direct limit

lim, (Ba, <paß) of Boolean algebras there corresponds an inverse limit

lim_ (fl„, (pßa). Conversely, if the dßa are continuous-in-the-strong-

sense, then lim_(fia, dßd) induces lim, (Ba, Biß), and likewise for

lim, (ß„, \f/aß) and lim_ (Ba, ^jL), where the ^/aß are continuous in the

strong sense.

Theorem 8. Let S be the Stone space of 5i = lim^ (Ba, Pi-ßd), where

each XaÇiBa is the a-component of some xG73\ Let T' = Iim, (fi„, H%)

(where £2a is the Stone space of Bd). Then there exists a one-to-one map

o on T onto a closed subset of S.

Proof. By §8, all LT^ are onto mappings. By §9, this makes the

n*^ one-to-one maps. Let y be an element of T. For an index a and

for prime ideals Ml and Ml in Ba suppose that (a, Ma) and (a, Ml)

are both in y. Then there exists an index ß^a such that H%aMa

= U*aMl. Since U*a is one-to-one, Afi = il72. Now define a subset

N(y) of B{ by N(y)=E[x; xGB\ (a, Ma)Ey implies *„£!,]. 0,

the infimum of B', is in N(y) so that N(y) is nonvoid. It is trivial to

show that N(y) is a prime ideal in B*. Define a mapping o" on T into

S by a(y)=N(y). By §8, [N(y)]a = Ma.

Suppose that a(y)=a(z)=N, y, zÇiT, NÇzS. There is an index

a and a pair of prime ideals, Ma, Ml, in Ba such that (a, Ma) Gy,

(a, M2)Gz- But by the above, Ma = Na and Af2 = A/a. Hence y = z,

and a is one-to-one.

Let M be a prime ideal of B\ Suppose that x£M implies x„ = 7a

for no index aGA. By §8, each Ma is a prime ideal in Ba. For a^ß,

UßaMa = Mß, so that y={(a, Md)\ is a point of T. a(y)=N(y)

where [N(y)]a = Ma. Since N(y) is prime in B\ §8 shows that

AXy) = M. We have thus determined the range of a.

The complement of this range in S consists of all those prime

ideals of Bi which contain elements of the form x— {xa\ where some

xa = Ia- Thus this complement is the set sum of open sets, ergo an

open set; and the range of a is closed in S.
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Corollary 1. Under the conditions of the theorem, let each Ußa

be an isomorphism of Ba onto Bß. Then range a = S.

The proof is immediate.

Corollary. 2. Under the conditions of the theorem, T

= lim, (ß„, n*^) can be given the topology of a Stone space.

Proof, a is one-to-one on T into a closed, hence compact, subset C

of 5. C has a relative topology from 5. Since S is totally disconnected,

so is C in the relative topology. Hence C is a Stone space. Introducing

the topology of C into T via <x, we make T a Stone space.

We should note that no a priori topology is to be expected in

r = linu (üa, Haß), even though each Stone space Qa has a topo-

logical structure and each H*ß is continuous in-the-strong-sense. (See

Hurewicz and Wallman, Dimension theory, Princeton, 1941, p. 133,

footnote f.)

Theorem 9. Let S be the Stone space of 7^ = lim.. (Ba, (paß), and

let 7' = lim^ (üa, <t>ßa). Then S and T are homeomorphic.

Proof. A set of prime ideals y = {Ma}, indexed by A, is an ele-

ment of T if, and only if, Afa£ßa, and a^ß implies <pßa Mß = Ma

(that is, <p-ß1Mß = Ma). Let N(y)=E[x; xEBd, x={(a, xa)} where

each such xaEMa]. A tedious but trivial proof shows that N(y) is a

prime ideal in Bd. Also the «-component [A^y)]« of N(y) turns out

to be Ma-

Now let X be a mapping on T into S given by \(y)=N(y). If

Xjlfi1'} =\{Mi2)} =N, then Mal) = Na = M(2) for every cxEA, and X

is one-to-one. For a given prime ideal N of Bd it is immediate that

a—ß implies <p'üßNß = Na, so that y= {Na} ET. A brief check shows

that X(y) = N. Hence X is onto 5.

In the Cartesian product PBüß of all the Stone spaces üß, we can

pick out a basis for the standard topology as follows. We select a

finite set of indices a(l), ce(2), • • ■ , a(n)EA. Choose elements x^

EBad), x(2l2)EBa(i), • ■ • , x(X)EBaw- Then form the Cartesian

product £)* of factors ñ„ for a£A, a^a(i), D(x^lt)), ¿=1,2, • ■ • , w.

(See [2, pp. 6-10].) Let ¡O be the relativization of £>* in T. The set

of all such £) forms a basis for the relative topology of T in Pßttß.

Set *«>-{(«(*), x%)}EBd, * = 1, 2, ■ • ■ , ». Now y= {Ma}E£> if,

and only if, x(-i)EN(y), i=\, 2, ■ ■ ■ , n. For, if {Ma}E£> and if

{(a, Za)} = {(a(i), x%{)}, then there exists an index y = a, a(i) such

that <payZa=<pa(i)yx%)EMy, since xa%EMaw. But <p^My = Ma.

Hence zaEMa. This shows that x(i) is in N(y). The converse is obvi-
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ous. The above statement is equivalent to the fact that X(£>)

= £)(x<-i>)r\0(x^)r\ ■ ■ ■ nO(x<">), an open set in S. ThusX"1 is con-

tinuous.

Conversely, for xEiBd, let £>, be that subset of T for which \(Q)

= £)(x). Choose a£A such that x = {(a, xa)}. Then y = {Ma} G& if,

and only if, xaG-Ma. Hence i£ is the relativization of a Cartesian

product of factors flp if ß^ct, and 0(xa). ij>. is thus open, and X is

continuous. This proves that X is indeed a homeomorphism.
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INTEGRAL BASES AND VARIETIES MULTIPLY
OF THE FIRST SPECIES

H. t. MUHLY

1. The object of this note is to point out the connection between

varieties multiply of the first species in the sense of Dubreil1 and

those irreducible varieties V which are such that the ring of homo-

geneous coordinates of the general point of V admits an independent

linear base over the subring generated by a suitably chosen set of

independent variables.

2. Let k be a field of characteristic zero and let R

= k[X0, Xi, • • ■ , X„] be the ring of polynomials in »+1 indeter-

minates over k. If a is an 77-ideal in R with no irrelevant components, a

is said to be of the first species if there exists a linear form L = ^dXi,

CiE.k, which does not belong to any of the relevant prime ideals of a

and is such that a+RL has no irrelevant components. It is known

Presented to the Society, November 25, 1950; received by the editors August 22,

1950.
1 P. Dubreil, Quelques propriétés des variétés algébriques se rattachant aux théories

de l'algèbre moderne, Actualités Scientifiques et Industrielles, vol. 210, 1935. P.

Dubreil, Sur ¡a dimension des idéaux de polynômes, J. Math. Pures Appl. (9) vol. 15

(1936). These will be referred to as Dl and D2 respectively.


